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Nikaido et al. Nature (2006)

Blair et al. Nature (2015)

Highly unspecific.

Observed in the clinic.
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Genome amplification protocol.

Protein produced increased 
less than expected. Why?

Expression of acr plateaus within 24h.

No mutations (SNPs) in known regulators.

Growth phase
Mid.



  

How is acr regulated?

Abundance of this
node changes.



  

Model of the acr operon.

Growth phase
Mid.

Not perfect, but it’s ok…
Captures acr dynamics.

Relative acr protein 
with one copy: ~ 1.



  

Model of the acr operon.

Growth phase
Mid.

Not perfect, but it’s ok…
Captures acr dynamics.

Relative acr protein 
with one copy: ~ 1.

Relative acr protein 
with two copies... <2????

This thing is too 
complicated!



  

Simpler model: rp imaginary operon.
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seem to be that straightforward...
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Simpler model: rp imaginary operon.

P (c)=α+√1+β⋅c



  

Simpler model: rp imaginary operon.

Square root law also applies to antibiograms…
… but it’s broken over time.



  

Summary

One of the genes encoded by the operon acr is a self-repressor.

When acr undergoes genomic amplification… so does the repressor.

Because of the above, increasing acr copy number does not result in 
The proportional increase of acr protein (mainly AcrA and AcrB).

A square root law (diminishing returns) is able to explain and 
predict the expected protein abundance….

But drugs make E. coli break the law: the effect of antibiotics, and the resulting 
selection of mutants (more than just acr) breaks the square root law.
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